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This s印dy aims to develop an intelligent Bengali handwriting education system to 
improve the literacy level in Bangladesh. Due to the socio田economical limitationラ not all of 
the population has the chance to go to school. Literacy in Bangladesh is a key factor for 
socio-economic progress, and the Bengali literacy rate grew to 6 1.5% in 20 1 5  from 5 .6% in 
1 947. According to this statistics, the male literacy is 64.6% and the female literacy is 5 8 . 5%. 
The gender literacy difference is about 6 . 1 % where female literacy rate is less than male 
literacy rate [Bangladesh Literacy Survey Report by UNESCOラ 20 1 5] . Despite government 
programs, the literacy rate was improved very sluggishly, only about 1 0  times within 60 years. 
Although the government has various educational activitiesヲ the number of schools was not 
adequate yet. Considering this educational backgroundラ traditional handwriting teaching 
system is not enough to improve the Bengali literacy rate at 1 00%. There are three m勾or
drawbacks in traditional handwriting teaching systemラ such as time四consumption, faultinessラ
teacher惜oriented. It motivated us to develop a web-based (browser of computer or smartphone 
such as iPhone and Android) intelligent handwriting education system for autonomous 
learning of Bengali characters . Our education system can ensure the learning of Bengali 
characters at anywhere at any time for those population, who do not have chance to go to 
schoolラ especially children, women and elderly people. Thus, our proposed education system 
can help to achieve 1 00% literacy improvement within a very short periodラ and woman 
advancement can also be established through education. To the best of our knowledgeラ this is 
a pioneering attempt for the development of web-based intelligent handwriting education 
system to improve Bengali literacy rate. 

In this research, we developed a prototype of web-based (browser of computer or 
smartphone) intelligent handwriting education system for autonomous learning of Bengali 
characters . It allows students to do practice their handwriting at anywhere at any time. As an 
intelligent robot tutor, the system can automatically check the handwriting errors, such as 
stroke order errorsラ stroke direction errors, stroke relationship errorsラ and immediately provide 



colorful error feedbacks to the students to co汀ect by themselves. Bengali is a multi削stroke
input characters with extremely long cursive shapes where it has stroke order variability and 
stroke direction variability. Due to this structural limitationラ recognition speed is a crucial 
designing issue to apply traditional online handwriting recognition algorithm. Fundamentallyラ
multi田stroke recognition algorithm results very slow recognition speed in case of long cursive 
characters like Bengali or Japanese Hiragana. For this reason, existing multi四stroke
recognition algorithms are not applicable for the development of web同based Bengali 
handwriting education systemラ because it needs to provide the real-time students feedback. To 
address this problemラ we have developed hierarchical online recognition algorithm to improve 
the recognition speed with considerably higher accuracy. We have also developed a 
predefined structural dictionary using the structural information of Bengali characters. Using 
this structural dataラ our algorithm c釦identify the handwriting e町ors automatically and 
feedback to students together with recognition results. Our proposed web田based Bengali 
handwriting education system can also be named as intelligent robot tutor. Hereヲ the students 
can learn by using our autonomous learning methodology without the teacher supervision and 
they ca註co汀ect the committed eηors by themselves. In additionラ the students can repeat the 
same exercise for several times to speed up the learning process. Thusラ the learning process 
becomes much more effective. 

The experimental analysis of design data set have confirmed that our proposed 
hierarchical recognition algorithm improved the average recognition accuracy up to 95% as 
well as recognition speed of 40ms/character. It makes our recognition algorithm adaptable for 
the application of web-based language learning. Finally, we have conducted a survey in 
Bangladesh for the performance analysis of our proposed education system and collected test 
data set. The analytic results of surveyed data have confirmed that our proposed web-based 
Bengali education system was highly appreciated by the illiterate people in Bangladeshラ
especially for children, women and elderly people. The experimental results showed that our 
autonomous learning methodology helped to improve the average recognition accuracy by 
4 . 1 %  （企om 87.2% to 9 1 .4%). Moreoverラ the total average of MearトOpinion四Score (MOS) for 
all aged people has the value of 4. 1 with the standard deviation of 0 .7 .  This value ensured that 
almost every user evaluated our system as “Good”（Score 4）ラ where the studentラs evaluation 
score is defined as 1 (Bad), 2 (Poor）.ラ 3 (Fair）ラ 4 (Good) ,  and 5 (Excellent) . 

Our analytic results have confirmed that the application of autonomous learning 
methodology will be very effective and the successful use of web-based Bengali handwriting 
education system can help for literacy improvement in Bangladesh within a very short period. 
We want to promote our slogan as“one web田based Bengali education system can help to 
improve up to 1 00% literacy of Bangladesh in near future; education is the only solution, 
education first.”In future, we will focus our research to apply the proposed hierarchical 
algorithm for other cursive characters like Japanese Hiragana and Katakana learning. Thusラ
this research project helps to create deepest friendship between Japan and Bangladesh. 
Furthermoreラ we will focus our research on the development of Bengali handwriting 
education system considering Bengali syllabic and compound characters (consonants & 
vowels combined shape) to support Bengali word learning. 

五eywords: autonomous learningラ web四based intelligent handwriting educationラ hierarchical
recognition algorithmラ automatic stroke e汀or detection, web田based clie成田server interface 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation and Our Contribution 

Literacy in Bangladesh is a key for socio-economic progress, and the 

Bengali literacy rate grew to 6 1 .5% in 20 1 5 企om 5 .6% at the end of British rule 

in 1 947. Despite government programsラ the literacy rate was improved very 

sluggishly, only about 1 0  times within 60 years [Bangladesh Literacy Survey 

Report by UNESCO, 20 1 5 ]. Figure 1 . 1  shows the analysis of Bangladesh 

literacy improvement with or without using IT autonomous learning 

methodology. 

nt with or without a,utonomous learni 
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Figure 1 . 1 :  Analysis of Bangladesh literacy improvement with or without using 
IT autonomous learning. 

(Literacy data are based on Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics) 
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Because of socio四economical limitationラ all of the population, especially 

children and older peopleラ do not have the chance to go to school. Although 

Government has various educational activitiesラ the number of school was not 

adequate yet. Considering this educational backgroundラ traditional handwriting 

teaching system is not enough to improve the Bengali literacy rate at 1 00%. As 

shown in Figure 1 . 1 ,  if we used only traditional education systemラ it may expect 

to achieve 1 00% literacy in 2058 .  Howeverラ if we consider IT autonomous 

learning methodology then 1 00% literacy rate can be achieved within very short 

periodラ according to our assumption it can be achieved in 2020. Becauseラ in the 

traditional handwriting teaching systemラ the teacher must write a Bengali 

character on the blackboard and the students should rewrite the handwritten 

character on their copy notebooks. After thatラ the teacher tries to check the 

handwriting eηors in the studentラs notebooks and provides a feedback in the 

next timeラ because it’s impossible for a teacher to verify and check every 

studentうS handwriting in the limited time of the lesson. This system can be 

successfully acquired only though practice regularly and for long periods. In  this 

contextラ Hu et al . (2009) defined three drawbacks of the traditional educationラ

such as time開consumptionラ faultiness, teacher四oriented. In addition, these 

techniques have many more drawbacks in aspects of socio四economical view 

point. It motivated us to develop web醐based intelligent handwriting education 

system for autonomoむs learning of Bengali characters. The learning process 

becomes much more effectiveラ if the handwritten character is checked just after 

the students have finished their handwriting. On the other handラ the students can 

learn without the teacher supervision and they can co汀ect the committed errors. 

Also, the students can repeat the same exercise several times to speed up the 

learning process. 

In this research projectラ we are aiming to develop a web田based
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(iPhone/smartphone or computer browser) intelligent handwriting education 

system that can ens立re the learning of Bengali characters at anywhere at any 

time for those pop叫ationラ especially children or older peopleラ who do not have 

chance to go to school.  Thusラ 1 00% literacy improvement can be established 

within a very short period. To the best of our knowledgeラ this is a pioneering 

attempt for the development of web-based intelligent handwriting education 

system to improve Bengali literacy rate (Nazma et al . ラ 20 14 ; Nazma et al. ラ

20 1 6) .  

Bengali is a multi田stroke input characters with extremely long cursive 

shaped where it has stroke order variability and stroke direction variability. The 

difficulty in online recognition of handwritten Bengali characters arises 合om the 

facts that this is a moderately large symbol setラ shapes are extremely cursive 

even when written separately. In additionラ there exist quite a few groむps of 

almost similar shape characters in their handwritten format. Fundamentallyラ

multi田stroke recognition algorithm results very slow recognition speed in case of 

long cursive characters. For the structural limitation of Bengali charactersラ

existing multi-stroke recognition algorithm is not applicable for the development 

of Bengali handwriting education systemラ because it needs to provide the 

real四time students feedback. To address this problemラ we have developed 

hierarchical online recognition algorithm to improve the recognition speed with 

considerably higher accuracy. It makes our system adaptable for web皿based

language learning and ensured immediate feedback about student’S handwriting 

G汀ors. In this hierarchical online recognition algorithm, we applied a series of 

matching filters to reduce a small number of candidates characters for final 

Dynamic Programming Matching (DPM) where local features (angular fea旬re)

are used to guide DPM. Then, the character with lowest matching cost is 

selected as recognition results. Finally, it returns the recognition results. Using 
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the structural information stored in a predefined structural dictionaryラ our

algorithm can identiちr the handwriting e打ors automatically and feedback to 

students together with recognition results. Hereラ we have modified the 

traditional DPM algorithm that allows writing speed free variability and improve 

the recognition accuracy. 

1.2 Dissertation Structure 

We organized this thesis paper as follows. In chapter 1 ラ we discussed the 

introduction of our research including Motivation and Our Contributionラ

Dissertation Structureラ Related Prior Studies on autonomous learning method 

and its different applications. Chapter 1 is also focused on Overview of Bengali 

Scriptラ Overview of OrトLine Handwriting Recognition and the Overview of  

芯Leaming. Chapter 2 describes the Bengali handwriting education system 

design and implementation. Here we represent the detail of recognition system 

architec印re. Chapter 3 presents learning system evaluation using test and design 

data set. Finall）らChapter 4 concludes this dissertation with directions of fu印re

work. 

1.3 Related Prior Studies 

In recent yearsラ several research efforts have been done on e-leaming system 

(Hiekata et al. ラ 2007; Tang et al吋 2006; Zein et al汁2007; Abdou et al. ラ 20 1 0 ;

Ahmad et al. ラ 20 1 0) which aims to guide students to .get more useful advice  in 

their autonomous learning. They had developed an intelligence tutoring learning 

method to provide autonomous learning environment to the students. With the 

development of perトbased devicesラ it is now possible to apply e-leaming 
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techniques to handwriting education. Several handwriting education systems 

have been provided for different languages such as: Chineseラ Latin and Arabic. 

It can be organized on three categories: read only systemsラ guided ones and 

systems with automatic errors detection. In case of Chinese handwriting 

education systemsラ the work proposed in (Tang et al. ラ 2006) can find both the 

stroke production error and stroke sequence error but they did not consider the 

spatial relationship c汀ors. In recent yearsラ some researches on intelligent robot 

tutoring system has also been done where a robot teacher was used for 

autonomous learning (Deanna et al. ラ 20 1 5) .

To develop a web叩based handwriting education system for learning of 

handwritten Bengali charactersラ we need to develop an online recognition 

algorithm for cursive Bengali characters. Extensive research on cursive 

handwriting recognition has been done during the last few decades for different 

languages. Howeverラ there has not been much work on handwriting recognition 

of Indian scripts. Particularly, there have very few attempts for the recognition 

of online Bengali handwritten characters (Bhattacharya et al . ラ 2008 ; Parui et al吋

2008) .  But both of these two approaches are not applicable for the development 

of web四based handwriting education systemラ because of slow recognition speed. 

In our proposed education systemラ we have developed efficient hierarchical 

online recognition algorithm to speed up our system. Hereラ the student can 

practice their writing on the digital tablet accessed 丘om both of 

iPhone/smartphone or computer browser. Then, our recognition engine can 

analysis the studentラS handwriting input and checks the handwriting eηors to 

provide useおi feedbacks (Nazma et al吋 20 1 4; Nazma et al. ラ 20 1 6).
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1.4 Overview of Bengali Script 

Bengali is official language/script of Bangladesh and used by 2 1 1  million 

people of India and Bangladesh. It is also second most popular language/script 

in India and 5th most popular language in the world. Bengaliラ like other m勾or

Indian charactersラ is a mixture of syllabic and alphabetic scripts .  It came from 

the ancient Indian scriptラ Brahmi. The concept of upper/lower case is absent here 

and the direction of writing policy is left to right. Examples of Bengali 

characters are shown in Table 1 . 1 .  Bengali language consists of 50 basic 

characters including 1 1  vowels and 39 consonants . In Bengali basic characters 

( chad) is a nasalization marker that appears over the top of an independent 

vowel or consonant. In our experimentラ we considered 49 basic Bengali 

characters except ( chad) . Most of the characters in Bengali language have a 

horizontal line at the upper part. We call this line as head四line or matra. Vowels 

have their modified shapes called Vowel Modifiers (V M). In Bengali script a 

vowel following a consonant takes a modified shape. Depending on the vowel, 

its modified shape is placed at the left, right (or both) or bottom of the consonant. 

These modified shapes are called modified or syllabic characters . In Bengaliラ

them have 1 0  vowel modifiers which are joined with 35 of consonants and make 

350 modified syllabic Bengali characters. On the other handラ several consonants 

or a vowel in conjunction with a consonant form a large number of possible 

different shapesラ called compound characters . However, in the present day 

Bengali textラ the occurrence of compound むharacters is less than 5% and the rest 

is only basic characters and vowel modifiers . So, our proposed autonomous 

learning system is focused on the learning and recognition of Bengali basic 

characters . 
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Table 1.1: Different shape of 50 Be設galiむasic characters where 49 of 
them are used in our recognition experiment 

Type Characters Number of 

Characters 

Vowels ｜ 苛（a） 司（aa） を（i） 按（ii） 意（u） 意（uu） 布（ri) �（e） 会（ai) 1 1  

'3(0) �（au) 

c…a凶 ｜ 本（ka） 訂（凶a） 守（伊） 可（出a） 州制町田

ミ百(ja) 司f(jha) ..:l3(nya) 官（tta) 古（ttha) 芯（da) 1'( dha) 
49* 

39  

可（na） 芯（ta） 符（tha） 可（da） 可（dha） 可（na） 守（pa) 3 8* 

立石（pha) 可（ba) 志（bha) 可（ma) 司令a) 苛（ra) 可(la)

可（sha） 可（ssa） 可（sa） 安（ha） 芯（rra) 1'(rha） 芥（yya)

ベ（ khandata) 

皿vara） ろ（ chad)* 

／’Z＼
 
。。
、 ．e，降、 visarga) ／’E＼

 
。、‘

 

．．e，

 

．．‘ anus 

* We considered 49 basic Bengali characters except ( chad) in our experiment. 

1.4.1 History of the Bengali Script 

The modem Bengali alphabet has undergone a long evolution. The Bengali 

script evolved 企om the Siddharµ scriptラ which belongs to the Brahmic family of 

scriptsラ also known as Sanskrit. Sanskrit was spoken as a secular language in 

Bengal since the first millennium BCE. Sanskrit was the standardized form of 

Old Indo四Aryan. It shared similarities with other classical IndかEuropean

languagesラ including Ancient Greekラ Persian and Latin. During the Gupta 

Empireラ Bengal was a hub of Sanskrit literature [26]. The Middle IndかAryan

dialects were spoken in Bengal in the first millennium when. the region was a 
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part of the Magadha Realm. These dialects were called Magadhi Prakrit. They 

eventually evolved into Ardha Magadhi. Ardha Magadhi began to give way to 

what are called Apabhramsa languages at the end of the first millennium. 

A large number of ancient epigraphic records and manuscripts have been 

discovered from different parts of Bengalラ which have supplied important 

information to reconstruct the historical origin and development of the modem 

Bangla alphabet. 

By virtue of the direction of writingラ ancient Indian scripts are divided 

mainly into two parts, the Brahmi and the Kharoshthi. The Kharosthi was 

written from the right to the left, while the Brahmi left to the right. The ancient 

Indians took the Kharosthi alphabet 合om the Aramaic script. But this script was 

mainly limited in the North-West frontier of India. It spread over other parts of 

India during the Kusana pe�iod. A number of Kusana co由民which have been 

discovered 合om Bengalラ bear the Kharosthi script. Besides theseラ a number of 

teηacotta seals and 合agment potsherds have been discovered from 

Chandraketugarh and Bedachapa in West Bengalラ which bear also the 

Kharoshthi alphabet. But the Kharoshthi alphabet has not made any contribution 

to the development of the Bangali alphabet. 

The modem Bangla alphabet originated from the ancient Indian Brahmi 

scriptラ which was the oldest and popular script of India. The discovery of the 

Indus valley writing has led some scholars to guess that Brahmi was locally 

developed out of the Indus valley writing system. But no one has been able to 

demonstrate how this evolution took place. Some scholars are of the view that it 

was borrowed 合om outside of India. But there is no definite proof about this 

assumption. Actuallyラ it was a significant contribution of the ancient Indian 

people who invented Brahmi scripts and their own numerals .  The Indians used 

to believe that the Brahmi originated 合om the creator Brahma and henceラ this
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hence the script has been named Brahmi. On the other handラ it is assumed that as 

the Brahmi was the alphabet of the Brahman, it has been named as Brahmi. The 

most ancient written record of Brahmi was discovered on a vase at Piprahwa 

(487 BC), Tarai in Nepal .  

But Brahmi script had widely been incised in the stone pillars and stone 

slabs of the great Mauryan King Ashoka. We get the complete form of Brahmi in 

the Asokan rock edicts . In this connectionラ it may be imagined that the Brahmi 

made a long way of evolution to come to this form of Asokan stage. But it is 

interesting to note that in course of time the Indians had forgotten to read and 

write the Brahmi alphabet. It is stated that once Firuzshah Tughlaqラ the sultan of 

Delhiラ collected a pillar inscription of Asoka and called upon the scholars around 

him to decipher it. But nobody was able to do it. In 1 83 7ラ James Prinsepラ a

British scholar.ラ was able to read the Asokan Brahmi successfully, which paved 

the way for deciphering other ancient Indian Proto-regional Brahmi. Some 

epigraphic records of Bengal were deciphered during the last half of the 1 9th 

century. But a large number of the early Bengal inscriptions were deciphered 

and published within the first half of the 20th Century. On a close observationラ

the forms and variations of the alphabets of those huge epigraphic records of 

Bengalラ it has been possible to trace the historical development of the Bangla 

alphabet. 

Bangla as well as other modem Indian alphabets such as N agariラ Saradaラ

Tamil, Telegu, Kanediラ Gujratiラ Grantha, Gurum百回ii, Malaya, Tib beti are the 

present form of local development of the Brahmi alphabet. With the passage of 

time the writing style of Brahmi has been changed. The styles of changes of the 

writing forms are not the same in all places .  As a resultラ the Brahmi alphabet 

took different shapes in the different regions of India. In course of timeラ the

changing form of the Brahmi alphabet in Bengal had taken the shape of modem 

Bangla alphabet. Now an a仕empt may be made to focus the origin and 



development of the Bangla alphabet by a systematic paleographic study of the 

early Bengal epigraphic records [26] . 

1.5 Overview of On 圃Line Handwriting Recognition 

Handwriting is a very personal skill; it consists of graphical marks on a 

surface and can be used to identify a person. In the process of handwritingラ

communication is the main purposeラ and it achieved by drawing letters or other 

graphemes. The characters have a certain basic shapeラ which must be 

recognizable for a human in order for the communication process to おnction.

There are rules for the combination of letters, if those rules are known to the 

readers then reader can recognize a character or word. Handwriting was 

developed as a means of communication and to expand one's own memory. The 

printing press increased the number of documents available and therefore 

increased the number of people who learnt to read and write. 

Through the increased rate of alphabetization, naturally there was an 

increased use of handwriting as a means of communication. In various si印ationsラ

handwriting seems much more practical than typing on a keyboard. For instanceラ

children at school are using notepads and pencils or ink pensラ which are 

regarded as a better tool to teach writing by any teachers . Moreoverラ according

to Plamondon et al吋 2000 ラ “as the length of handwritten messages decreasesラ

the number of people using handwriting increases” . Thereforeラ it can be 

concluded that there is  little danger of the extinction of handwriting as a 

communication tool and it is a very important part to improve the literacy level. 
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1.5.1 On-Line vs. 0かLine Recognition 

1.5.1.1 Basic Features of On-Line Recognition 

On-line HWR (Hand Writing Recognition) means that the input is converted 

in real同timeラdynamicallyラ while the user is writing. This recognition can lag 

behind the user's writing speed. (Tappert et al. 1 990) report average writing rates 

of 1 .5 - 2 . 5  characters/s for English alphanumerics or 0 .2-2 .5 characters/s for 

Chinese characters. In on-line systemsラthe data usually comes in as a sequence 

of coordinate points. Essentially, an 01トline system accepts as input a stream of 

x-y coordinates from an input device that cap郎氏s those data combined with the 

appropriate measuring times of those points. 

1.5.1.2 Basic Features of Off羽m Recognition 

Off-line HWR is the application of a HWR algorithm after the writing. It can 

be performed at any time after the writing has been completed. That includes 

recognition of data transferred from the real醐ink pens to a computing device 

after the writing has been completed. The standard case of off-line HWRづ

howeverラis a subset of optical character recognition (OCR). A scanner transfers 

the physical image on paper into a bitmapラ the character recognition is 

performed on the bitmap. An OCR system can recognize several hundred 

characters per second. Images are usually binarised by a threshold of its color 

pa仕emラsuch that the image pixels are either 1 or 0 (Santosh et. al. 2009) . 

1.5.1.3 Sim ilarities and Differences between On-Line and Off騨Line

Recognition 

There are two main differences between 01トline and off-line handwriting 

recognition. FirstlyラofJιline recognition is executed after the time of writing・
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Thereforeラ a complete piece of writing can be expected as an input by the 

machine. Secondly, on-line devices also get the dynamic information of the 

writing as inputラsince each point coordinate is captured at a specific point of 

timeラwhich can be provided to the handwriting recognizer along with the point 

coordinates by the operating system. In additionラthe recognizer has information 

about the input stroke sequenceラthe stroke direction and the speed of the writing. 

In the ofιline case these pieces of information are not readily availableラbut ca註

be partially reconstructed from the o百四line data (Santosh et. al. 2009). 

All these information can be an advantage for an orトline systemラhowever.ラ

off-line systems have used algorithms of line-thinningラ such that the data 

consists of point coordinatesラsimilar to the input of on-line systems (Tappert et 

al. 1990）.京市en line thinning has been appliedラ an off-line system could 

estimate the trajectory of the writing and then use the same algorithm as an 

orトline system. Vice versaラan orトline system can employ algorithms of oがline

systemsラsince it is possible to construct a binary image from mouse coordinates 

of points. Howeverラonly few systems of that kind have been developed. 

1. 6 Overview of E酬Learning and Autonomous Learning 

The term e開learning refers to a number of different methodsラconcepts and 

techniques. In literatureラthere are different definitions of what e-leaming is and 

what it is supposed to be (Rosenberg et. al. 2006) defines e四learning as follows: 

ιlearning is the use of Internet technologies to create and deliver a rich 

learning environment that includes a broad array of instruction and information 

resources and solutions, the goal of which is to enhance individual and 

organizational performance. 

It can be noted that (Rosenberg et. al. 2006) defines C四learning purely by 

terms of instruction and information resources. Further, the use of Internet 
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technologies is seen as a necessary condition for e四learning. The definition does 

not take into account educational software. Seel and Ifenthaler (2009) claim that 

the terms c開learning and learning orトline are synonymous. (Richert et. al. 2007) 

criticizes the definition of Rosenberg because she sees no reason for such 

equality of terms. She constitutes her view with the fact that electronic 

(learning) applications are not limited to the Internet. 

Richert et. al. 2007 defines e-learning as: 

E叩learning is defined as computer- ided learning (mainly by individuals) 

with hypertext and multimedia based interactive systems. The learning process 

can take place independent of time and location both orトline and o妊line.

It is important to note that the term is broader than the definition of 

Rosenbergラ but is restricted to learning systems. That means concretely that 

electronic media like dictionaries may be included in e-learning systems as a 

toolラhowever, they can only form a part of a more 

1. 6.1 Classificatio耗ofE圃Learning Systems 

E-learning systems can be classified by their their degree of freedom for user 

interaction. On one end of the scale there are Drill幽anιPractise programs that do 

not allow for 合eedom of interaction. On the other end there are interactive 

programs allowing the user to interact and control the application. Judged by the 

definition of Richert this classification does not seem very suitable (Richert 

2007). 

Another possibility to classi命令learning systems is the the kind of storage 

media used. This classification allows for a distinction between o任line and 

offline e-learning systems. Offline systems are those systems that are offered on 

passive storage media like floppy diskラCD四ROM. Offline systems are usually 

called Computer Based Training (CBT) systems. Orトline systems on the other 
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hand are web server based systems that fall under the category of Web Based 

Training (WBT) systems (Richert et. al. 2007). 

Additionally, Richert (2007) defines hybrid systems that are CBT systems 

but use the Internet as a means of communication with other learners. Table 1.2 

shows the classification of e時learning systems (Richert et. al. 2007). 

Table 1.2: Classification of e」earn加g systems 

Using the＂市市r for storage 

Yes No 

Using the WWW for No WBT CBT 

communication Yes Learning Hybrid CBT 

platforms 

1. 6.2. Pedagogical Context of E幽Learning

The pedagogical context of e四learning is a crucial part of any e-learning 

environment. The learning targets need to be defined and a conceptual design of 

software needs to be based on learning targets necessity. 

1. 6.2.1 Learning 

The term learning has a very complex nature. A definition of learning is 

therefore never sharply confined. The definition of learning by Lefrancois et. al. 

1994 shows how broad the term can be perceived. 
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In German: 

Lemen umfasst alle Verhaltensanderungenラ die aufgrund von Erfahrungen 

zustandekommen. 

In English: Learning compasses all changes in behaviour that are based on 

experience. 

The changes in behaviour include those processes that do not aim at 

acquiring information, but also those changes in behaviour of an unknown cause 

(Le合ancois et. al. 1994). According to (Richert et. al. 2007）ラthis means the 

acquisition of competences of different kinds. 

1.ι2.2 Intelligent Tutorial砂＇Stems

Intelligent tutorial systems fall under the paradigm ·of cognitive learning. 

The general scheme of such a system is depicted after (Richert et. al. 2007). The 

declarative knowledge of a system is stored in the expert module. The student 

module holds inforτnation about the learning progress and the course module 

holds the lessons of the application. The communication module interacts with 

the learner. A problem of these systems is that they cannot distinguish between 

small oversights and serious 
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2 BENGALI HANDWRITING EDUCATION 

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

SYSTEM 

As we described in chapter 1. 1, the objectives of our study is to design and 

development of web-based (iPhone/smartphone or computer browser) intelligent 

handwriting education system for autonomous learning of Bengali characters. 

Thus, the studentsラespecially children or older peopleラwho do not have chance 

to go to schoolラcan practice their handwriting at anywhere at any time. So that 

100% literacy improvement can be established within a very short period in 

Bangladesh. In this chapterラwe will describe about the detail of design and 

implementation of Bengali handwriting education system. 

2.1 Learning System Architecture 

Figure 2.1 represents the operational flow of our proposed Bengali 

handwriting education system for autonomous learning. The proposed system is 

composed of two modules: the guided writing mode and the合ee writing one. 

The architecture of the system is detailed in Figure 2ユ As shown in Figure 2.2 

(a）ラstudents have the choice to practice the guided handwriting mode or the 合ee

one. In case of 合ee handwriting modeラwriting will be done 9n a blank areaラ

Figure 2.2(b ). The guided writing mode is one of the beginning level of 

education designed for the children
ラ
s who are in the early stages of learning. 

This tool displays a transparent image onto the digital web interface comprising 

this h釦dwriting templateラFigure 2.2(a). The student is then invited to follow 

this image to replicate the pattern of Bengali character. 

After student submits their sample character, handwriting input was received 

in our recognition server (saying as virtual teacher) through WWW client皿server
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interface. Then, by matching the handwriting template and the handwriting inputラ

the recognition of the inputted character will be carried out. Finallyラ the

automatic stroke error detection engine can immediately locate the S印dentラS

handwriting e汀ors and provide an immediate feedback to the student about the 

location of the e汀or; their type and how to correct them (Table 2.4 and Table 

2.5). The details of the automatic stroke e汀or detection and hierarchical 

recognition methodology will be described in the following sections. 
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Figure 2. 1: The architecture of the proposed Bengali handwriting education 

syste口1

We have developed a digital web interface that can access企om both of 

smartphone or computer browser. Figure 2.2 shows the snapshot of our 

web四based digital interface. It has three fields: ( 1) Handwriting character input 
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日eld, (2) Recognized character output field, and (3) Options buttons field. While 

the users write Bengali characters with an input device (e.g., pen, mouseラfinger

gets the web interface digital our field. Thenラ4EL
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n
 

－－i

 

the character on etc.) 

corresponding stroke data (sequence of points) and sent to recognition serve工

Those data stored at the database, later we used it to evaluate our proposed 

education system. Once the interface gets the recognition result from the server, 
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Figure 2.2: Digital web interface for Bengali handwriting education system that 
can be accessed企om both of iPhone/smartphone or computer browser: (a) 

Guided .handwriting mode (b) Free handwriting mode 
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2.2 Character Recognition Methodology 

2.2.1 Web-Based (Client-Server) Recognition Architecture 

In our bengali handwriting education system, a web-based handwriting 

client-server interface technique has been used for character recognition and 

student’s feedback. We have designed the proposed system with the following 

distinctive features: (1) it is a web-based system developed by Java web 

application technology and works on＂司市client browser (iPhone/smartphone 

or computer browser), (2) easy character input environment is provided 

according to use of rich editing白nctions and the input device (e.g., pen, mouseラ

finger etc.), (3) HTML5 canvas technology was used to detect and draw student 

input, ( 4) Apache Tomcat web server and PostgreSQL database were used for 

system implementation, ( 5) consecutive handwriting and recognition is possible, 

and ( 6) immediate student feedback. 
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Figure 2.3: Handwriting recognition architecture for web-based Bengali 
handwritten education system 
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Figure 2.3 shows the handwriting recognition architecture that contains both 

of web即based handwriting interface and character recognition servers. 

Handwriting interface program is generated by Java Server Pages (JSP) and runs 

on＼＼川市f client, such as computer browser or smartphone browser. On the other 

handラ JSP based character recognition engine works on Apache Tomcat web 

server. While the students write Bengali characters with an input device (e.g.ラ

pe民mouseラ finger etc.) on the character input field. ThenぅOむr digital web 

interface gets the corresponding stroke data as (x, y) coordinates and sent to the 

character recognition server. After thatラ the recognition engine converts the 

student
ラ
s stroke data into angular feature in feature extraction stageラsee in left 

side of Figure 2.5. After applying smoothing (Figure 2.6) to those extracted 

ang現lar featur久our algorithm entered into hierarchical filtering stage. In this 

stageラwe have applied a series of filters in a hierarchical manner to reduce the 

search space of final DPM. The first filter performs coarse classification on a 

large number of candidates based on the high四level features of stroke patternsラ

such as stroke number. It reduces the candidate character models. Then the 

second filter performs structural preselection among the resulted samples of 

filter lラbased on the structural inforτnation of Bengali characters stored in our 

predefined struc印ral dictionary (Table 2.3). As shown in Figure 2.4ラ our

algorithm calculates the structural distance between input character and each of 

stored structural pa仕ems in filter 2. Then the index number of structural pa仕ems

with minimum structural distance is selected as filter 2 resulted characters. Thusラ

our recognition engine can identiぢthe stroke e汀or patterns仕om the structural 

information of corresponding index number stored in our predefined structural 

dictionarγ（Table 2.3). The detail of stroke e汀or detection will be discussed in 

following section. Againラit reduces to a small number of candidates for final 

DPM. In the final matching stageラlow四level features (angular feature) are used 

to guide a D PM algorithm. In this stageラit calculates distance between input 
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strokes and template strokes of each preselected characters by usmg our 

modified DPM. The character with Minimum distance is selected as recognition 

result (See in Figure 2.4). Finallyラour recognition engine returns k top ranked 

characters as recognition results to client side browser. Then, it displayed the 

results into recognized character output field of our digital web interface. 
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Figure 2.4: The working mechanism of handwriting recognition algorithm to 
recognize the user’s input character together with their stroke c汀or detection. 
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2.2.2 Feature Extraction 

In our online handwriting recognition engineぅwe used clie武田server interface 

to extract the feature points and relevant structural information as (xラ y)

coordinates along the trajectory of the input devices (e.g.ラpen, mouseラfinger

etc.) onto the digital web interface for each strokes separately. Thenラwe convert 

it to the angular feature points for every stroke and stored into different a汀ays of 

corresponding stroke. Figure 2.5 shows an easy example of angular conversion 

for the one stroke Bengali character “、” . Hereラwe used the angular conversion 

range 合om - 180° to 180° as shown inFigure 2.5 (right side). 

Equation 1 represents the conversion formulaラwhere xiラXi-I represent the x 

coordinates of two consecutive pointsラYiラYi-I represent the y coordinates of two 

consecutive points and the length of x, y coordinates is (/ + 1). The number of 

points is proportional to the s仕okピs length of handwriting characters. 

180 -1 Y; - Yi-1 伐＝＝－xt釦
Jr X; - X;-1 

( 1 � i �I) 、ES／噌zi／t－

 
If the written stroke’s length is longラthen the number of feature points will 

be large and vice versa. Figure 2.5 shows an easy example, so the number of 

points will be smallラbut in actual handwriting caseラthe number of feature points 

will be large. Moreover.ラslow handwriting results large number of feature points 

and fast handwriting gives the small number of feature points. In Oぽsystemラ

angular feature of original template characters is stored into an a口ay t. After the 

detection of reverse stroke direction, our algorithm automatically converted 

angular fea知re of original template characters and stored into an a汀ay r. 
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． 

#StraightAngular Template 
1st Stroke : [0° , 0° ] 
2nd Stroke: [-90° , -40° , 40° , -90° ] 
#Reverse Angular Template 
1st Stoke: [180° , 180° } 
.2nd Stroke: [90° , 140° , -140° , 90° ] 

Figure 2.5: Example of angular conversion for the Bengali character “可（da）” ．

2.2.3 Smoothing 

As we described in above section, our proposed recognition engine ex仕acts

the feature points along the trajectory of the input devices ( e .g・ ラ pen, mouse, 

finger etc .) onto the digital web interface. But, the stroke drawn on digital web 

interface with a pen, mouse or finger input contains noise. Because, digitizing 

eηors like limited accuracy of the tablet or erratic pen-down indication or hand 

fluctuation cause noises in the input data. Since the prototype is a learning 

application and not pure handwriting recognition, the main issue seems the size 

of the character. The normalization is done by applying the 5 point median 
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smoothing technique to eliminate the noise 企om the an思ilar feature data. In 

order not to lose any dataラ the complete list of points is maintained, there is no 

point reductionラ and it remains the original angular value. 
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Figure 2.6: The procedures of 5- point median smoothing technique to 
eliminate the noise 企om the angular feature data by considering 

before and after the smoothen data. 

Figure 2.6 shows the basic procedures of 5-point smoothing technique 

considering before and after the smoothen data. In this smoothing technique, our 

algorithm selects the 5 points starting from a certain positionラ and a汀anges all 

these 5 points in ascending order. Thenラ it �elects the middle value of 5 points ラ

and put in that certain position. The same procedures recursively applied for all 

of angular feature data. Thusラ there is no data loss occurred. In the following 

n忽ire, the two angular data at both ends do not have surrounding 5 points .data, 

so it remains unchanged. The right side of Figure 2.6 shows the graph of angular 

data before and after smoothing. 
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2.2.4 The Flow of Hierarchical Recognition System 

This research project was aiming to develop a web皿based

(iPhone/smartphone or computer browser) Bengali education system. We need 

an efficient recognition algorithm that gives higher accuracy with improved 

recognition speed. To speed up our recognition system, a series of filters have 

been applied in a hierarchical manner before applying into the final matching 

algorithm. It reduces the recognition search space and speed up our Bengali 

education system. Figure 2. 7 shows the hierarchical recognition flow of our 

proposed system. The first filter performs coarse classification on a large 

number of candidates based on the high level features of stroke patternsラ e .g . ラ

number of strokes, to  reduce candidate character models .  Then the second filter 

performs structural preselection based on the structural information of Bengali 

characters stored in our predefined structural dictionary, we named it as Bengali 

Structural Dictionary. It reduced to a small number of candidates for final 

Dynamic Programming Matching (DPM). 

、、‘

 

、．

 

、．

 

．

 

Figure 2.7: Operational flow of hierarchical recognition architecture for 
web-based Bengali handwriting education system 
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In the final matchingラ low田level features (angular feature) are used to guide 

DPM classification. The resulting k top ranked candidates are sent as recognition 

results. In this wayラ the proposed hierarchy can largely save the DPM 

calculation time, thus recognition speed and accuracy has improved that makes 

our system adaptable for real幽time web-based Bengali education sytem. 

Filter I: Coarse Preselection Based on Stroke Num bers 

Bengali is a multi-stroke input characters with extremely long cursive 

shaped where it has stroke order variability and stroke direction variability. 

Bengali charcter can be categorized based on its stroke numbers (high開level

fea加re) as shown in Table 2 . 1 .  Coarse preselection using this high-level feature 

(stroke numbers) among the large number of candidate charactersラ can reduce 

the recognition search space into five different levels, from 50 to 7ラ 20ラ 1 9ラ 3 and 

1 .  In our hierarchical recognition architec印民 Filter I performed coarse 

classification on a large number of candidates based on the stroke numbers and 

thus improved the recognition speed. 

Table 2 . 1 :  Different categories of Bengali characters based on its stroke numbers 

Number 
Bengali Number of 

Level of 
Strokes 

Characters Characters 

!) \3ベミJミJ ST z; ブ
布ミ子 可苛苛弓J古志

2 2 右吉守本有志モ5可� 20 
a入，－、J。、 ＝：日.；‘t : ' .. 円合、; 

苦言積雪.P本買苛
3 3 j3 b1' 苛涜T "1"可�ミI 1 9  

3干芯

4 4 ミ7可守 3 

5 5 司？
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Filter II: Refined Preselection Based on Bengali Character 予s Structural 

Patterns 

Filter II is applied on the resulted candidates of Filter I for the 白rther

reduction of recognition search space that helps to speed up our web甲based

education system. In this stageラ a hierarchical structured dictionary was used to 

perform structural preselection. It contained structural information of Bengali 

charactersラ e .g . ラ stroke position, stroke combinationラ stroke crossing or not 

crossing etc. Figure 2 . 8  shows an example of structural difference between the 

Bengali characters “可 （na）” and “可 （ma）” . Both of these two characters have two 

numbers of strokes and belong to the same level 2 in Filter I preselection (Table 

2 . 1 ). In our hierarchical recognition engineラ Filter II is applied to classify 

between these two characters based on their structural patterns as shown in 

Figure 2 .8 ラ the second strokeラs starting and ending points of “可 （na）” and “可

(ma）” are opposite 合om each other. We used this structural information to 

classify between these two characters using our predefined structural dictionary 

(Table 2 .3) .  

Table 2 .2 represents the symbolic notation of Bengali character strokeラs

position. We have used this notation to edit our predefined structural dictionary. 

Hereラ the co時ordinate for starting and ending point of 1 st stroke represented as 

(x l ,  y l )  and (i l ラ j 1 )  respectively. Center point of 1 st stroke was represented お

いし b 1 )  and calculated from ( x 1 ラ y l ) and (i l ラ j l ) . Hereラ the numbers of 

co山ordinate data are followed by the stroke number of any Bengali characters . 
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Table 2 .2 :  The symbolic notation of Bengali character strokeラs position 
using (x, y) co四ordinates

Stroke ＃ 
position 

Starting Point 
I 2 Center Point 

3 Ending Point 

Stroke事s X酬Axis
Notation for pt 

stroke 

x l  
a l出（xl +i l  )/2 

Stroke’s  Y醐Axis
Notation for 1st stroke 

yl 
b l  =(yl +j 1 )/2 

j l  

In Figure 2 .8 ラ the x-axis data of 2nd strokeラs starting and ending points for “可

(na）” and “可 （ma）” can be represented as x2 and i2 respectively. The second 

stroke’S starting and ending points for Bengali characters “苛 （na）” and “� （ma）” 

are opposite 企om each other. In case of “可 （na）ぺ x2 is greater than i2 and it can 

be represented as d聞i2 ! (x2脚立＞＝O) in our predefined structural dictionary 

(Table 2 . 3  ) .  Oppositel）ら i2 is greater than x2 for Bengali character “可 （ma）” and

it can be represented as i2同 x2 ! (i2同 x2>=0) in our structural dictionary. 

Table 2 .3  represents the examples of our structural dictionary for Bengali 

character 4可 （na）” and “可 （ma）” . Hereラ （xラ y) and (iラ j ) with corresponding stroke 

number represents the starting and ending point of input stroke respectively. (a, 

b) is the central point and calculated as a=( xサ）／2; b=(y+j)/2 .  For example, (x l ラ

y 1 ) ,  (i 1 ,  j 1 )  and (al , b 1 )  represents the startingラ ending and central point of 1 st 

stroke. Similar!》ら the (x2ラ y2）ラ （i2, j2）ラ （a2, b2) represent the startingラ ending and 

central point of 2nd stroke. 
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Figure 2 .8 : An example of structural difference between Bengali characters 

＂可 （na）” and “可 （ma）”

In this structural dictionary, single template character was presented with 

multiple structural patterns depend on its probable handwriting e汀ors [David et 

alづ 1 997] . For example, the Bengali character “可 （na）” and “可 （ma）” has 6 

different structural pe;ittems considering its probable eηor case. Here, the 3rd 

columnラ index is used to identi今 the handwriting eηor pattern of corresponding 

student’s  input. The 4th column, positional condition is used to locate stroke 

relationship c汀or and provide co汀ect recognition output together with necessaηr 

eηor feedback. The 5th column, stroke pattern is used to identify which stroke 

sequence was inputted and then provides colorful feedback to students about 

their handwriting stroke sequence. Also, it identifies the reverse stroke direction 

cηors by checking the negative value in stroke pa抗em column (5th column in 

Table 2 .3) .  The all of this eηor detection mechanism will be discussed detail in 

section “2 .3 Automatic stroke e汀or detection and stroke feedback” ． 
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Table 2 .3 : Examples of predefined structural dictionary for· the Bengali character 

“可 （na）” and

#Unicode Char. Index Positional Condition Stroke Pattern Comments 

ーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーー
09A8 0000 可 。 I b2-b l ! x2・i2 ! 1 1 2 l#Black for all :  Correct 

09A8 0000 可 I b2-b l ! i2・x2 ! 1 1 ・2 l#Red for 2nd : Direction 

09A8 0000 可 2 I b2-b l ! x2・i2 ! l#Red for all :  Direction eηor 

09A8 0000 可 3 I b l -b2 ! x l  ・i l ! 1 2 1 l#Brown for all :  Order e町or

09A8 0000 可 4 I b2・b l ! x2-i2 ! I -2 1 l#Red for 1 st :Direction eηor 

09A8 0000 可 5 I b l -b2 ! i l -x l  ! I -2 ・ 1 l#Red for all :  Direction eπor 

09AE 0000 可 。 I b2・b l ! i2・x2 ! 1 1 2 l#Black for all : Correct 

09AE 0000 可 I b2-b l ! x2・i2 ! l#Red for 2nd : Direction 

09AE 0000 可 2 I b2-b l ! i2-x2 ! l#Red for all :  Direction eηor 

09AE 0000 可 3 l b l ・b2 ! i l -x l  ! 1 2 1 l#Brown for all :  Order eπor 

09AE 0000 可 4 I b2・b l ! i2・x2 ! 1 -2 1 l#Red for 1 st : Direction e訂or

09AE 0000 可 5 I b2-b l ! x2-i2 ! I -2 - 1  l#Red for all : Direction error 

In our Bengali education systemラ recognition engine read the classification 

rule 企om predefined structural dictionary and applied those rules to classi今

between resulted candidates of Filter I .  By using this classification rule, Filter II 

can successfully preselect the· desired candidate characters for the final DPM 

matching. Thus, it 白rther reduced the recognition search space and speed up our 

recognition engine to adapt with web-based Bengali education system. 
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Filter III: Final Matching by DPM with Writing Speed醐free Recognition 

Technique 

In this sectionラ we explained about our proposed modified dynamic 

programming matching algorithm that support writing speed 合ee recognition. In 

our proposed systemラ the recognition scheme is carried out using dynamic 

programming concept which is modified by accepting different length of input 

feature points to support writing speed free recognition. According to DPM 

algorithmラ handwritten input pattern is matched with template pa社ems by 

calculating optimal matching costラ also known as character distance (Hu et al吋

2007; Joshi et al吋 2006; Prasanth et al吋 2007; Tan et al. ラ 2002; Shin et al. ,  2004; 

Tonouchi et al吋 1 997) . In our recognition schemeラ the term character distance 

stands for the angular difference between input strokeラs angles and 

corresponding template stroke
ラ
s angles . Then the character with optimal distance 

is selected as our recognition output and return back to students with necessary 

feedback. The mathematical notation for DPM is explained as follows. 

To match handwritten input character with the template charactersラ we

calculate character distanceラ Dk for corresponding template pa抗em k. A distance 

Dk for the candidate character k can be calculated as followsラ

(2) 

Whereラ L is the number of total input strokes (e.g . ラ in case of Bengali 

character 苛（a）ラ the number of input strokes L寸）ラ and k is the number of 

candidate template charactersラ and l is the number of handwritten strokes. The 

candidate character with smallest Dk is selected as the recognition result for 

current handwritten input character. The stroke distance for each template 
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character can be calculated using dynamic programming matching technique as 

followsラ

d g(lz , Jkl ) － kl 
11 + J kl (3) 

京市ereラ g(lz , JkJ represents the modified DPM distance between input 

fea旬re vector length fz and kth template feature vector length Jkz for 

corresponding stroke l. We have modified the recuηence relation of DPM 

algorithm as below to find the character distance between two stroke sequencesラ

Initially, 

1 0 g(iz , j kl ） ＝＝ イi ぽ〉

Recursivelyラ

(i == 0, Jkz == 0) 
(other) 

g(i1 - 2, Jkz - 1) + 2d(i1 - l, Jkz )  + d(iz , f  kz ) 
g ( i z , i kt ) == m引ii 一 u 一 刊d(i1 ラ jkl

g (i l - 1, j kl - 2) + 2d ( i l ' j  kl - 1) + d ( i l ' j  kl ) 

1 :::; i 壬 ιmax仏i x Jメ － W｝ 壬 ikz 話 min{Jkz ラ i × J� － W}

(4) 

(5) 

Whereラ g(iz, )kJ is the cumulative distance up to the cu立ent template 

character, d （九 ）kJ is local cost for measuring the dissimilarity between ilh and 

}klh point of two sequences. 
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(a) 、‘，，ノ’hU

 

／’E1、、
Figure 2 .9 :  Dynamic programming matching : (a) illustration of wrapping path 

for Bengali character芯（da )  (b) Calculation of local distance also known as 
dissimilarity between two strokes sequences . 

Figure 2 .9  represents illustration of wrapping path for DP matching and 

dissimilarity measurement between two strokes sequence. Here, Xk!i represents 

the studentヲs input stroke angles and rku represents the template stroke angles. 

We assumed that xa represents the angular sequence of zth input stroke and rklJ 

represents an思ilar sequence of zth template stroke of JCh character. The local 

distance as well as dissimilarity between · the two stroke sequences can be 

measured as below: 

r 

illxトUJrJ！－X11

fl
一＼‘，／・’’b／’zk，d

 

(- 1 80 ° � lxa 一 % ｜ 三 1 8川
( lxa 一 % ｜ ＜ 一 1 80 。 ） ’or (1 80 ° < lxa 一 % ｜）

(6) 
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Figure 2. 1 0 : (a) Angular conversion process considering the angular distance 
range of 0°～ 1 80° .  (b) Example of the difference by the angular distance range 

。。～ 1 80° .

The difference of two angular features takes the range of -360° degree～360° . 

Howeverラ the angular range of 0°～ 1 80° is effective for the calculation. For this 

reason, we considered the angular distance range of 0°～ 1 80° for ease of 

calculation. Figure 2 . 1 0  represents the angular conversion process considering 

the angular distance range of O。～ 1 80° . For example, as shown in Figure 2 . 1 0  

(b), although the angular difference between 1 50° and - 1 50° .will be 300 degrees, 

we considered angular distance as 60° in our recognition algorithm. 

To establish writing speed 企ee recognitionラ we modified the traditional 

dynamic programming matching algorithm. As we explained in previous section, 

our handwriting digital web interface extracts the user stroke data (feature 

points) and sent to our recognition server. Fundamentallyら the number of , 

extracted feature points is inversely proportional to student’S handwriting speed. 

Slow writing speed provides large number of feature pointsラ and oppositely fast 

writing has small number of feature points. Local cost as well as dissimilarity 
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measurement between ilh and j k/h point of two sequences can be calculated by 

d(iz, )kU where iz is the number of angular feature points of ffh input stroke and)kz 

is the number of angular feature points of zth stroke of JCh template character. For 

slow handwriting caseラ iz may greater than or e司ual to 2 *)kz・ Oppositely in case of 

fast handwritingラ ）kt may greater than or equal to 2 *  iz. In this conditionラ the

calculation of local stroke distance, dissimilarity measurement d(iz, )kU (in 

equation 4) may fail due to the adaptability problem of adjustment window size 

in DPM algorithm. To avoid this problem, we modified the existing DPM to 

accept the input strokes data of any length wherever it greater or smaller than 

two times of corresponding template strokeうs length. 

For instance, we considered a slow handwriting case of children or o lder 

people where the number of angular data of input stroke iz may greater than or 

equal to 2 *j ktラ the number of angular data for zth stroke of JCh template character. 

We assume iz is 24 and)kz is 9 .  In this caseラ our modified DPM only consider the 

even sequences of angular data for input stroke it ・ In this way, modified DPM 

can successfully solved the adaptability problem of dissimilarity measurement 

d(iz, )kU (in eq立ation 4 ) . Thusラ our proposed Bengali education system can accept 

both of fast and slow handwriting of children and older people. 

In addition, we modified the following settings of adaptive 叫justment

window size as equation 7 to accept any pattern of handwriting input. Hereラ w

represents the adjustment window size. From the experimental analysis ラ we

found the optimal value of W= 18ラ that makes our system highly adaptable to 

recognize rough handwriting characters .  Here ft represents the total number of 

input stroke sequence and みl represents the total number of template stroke 

sequences of corresponding · stroke l. 

I :s;; i :s;; ι max {I, i x  J j\ -W} :s;; jk1 :s;; min { Jkl ' i x  Jメ － W} (7) 
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In practicalラ our intelligent Bengali handwriting education system was 

developed to improve the Bengali literacy rate by considering both of children 

and older students . Basicallyラ children have slow handwriting speed and aged 

people have fast handwriting speed. By the above modification, our recognition 

engine can accept both of input patterns 合om children and older people. In this 

waぁ we can successfully implement the writers
ラ

independent recognition 

algorithm for our web附based Bengali handwriting education system. By using 

this writing speed free recognition techniqu久 the accuracy was improved 

considerably. In a later sectionラ we evaluate our proposed system using a rich 

Bengali handwritten character database 

2.3 Automatic Stroke Error Detection & Stroke Feedback 

2.3.1 Student Feedback for Autonomous Learning 

In our Bengali handwriting education systemラ we have developed an 

automatic stroke e汀or detection methodology. It aims to identify the 

handwriting e立ors in student
ラ
S handwriting and provide immediate feedback. 

We classified the handwriting cηors as stroke production e汀or and stroke 

relationship c立or and stroke order eηor. Stroke production c汀or consists of  

reverse stroke direction, split stroke and merge stroke eηors etc. 

On the other handラ stroke relationship c打or is the error where students write 

the stroke with extra length and the stroke order e打or is the error of wrong 

stroke sequence. Our automatic stroke eηor detection engine identifies the 

student
ラ
S handwriting c立or and provides feedback to correct them. This error 

detection methodology was implemented using JSON: JavaScript Object 

Notation technology, see in Figure 2. 1 1 . 
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Table 2.4 :  Bengali handwriting e汀or and idea of student’S C汀or feedback 

＃ Error Category Error Details Color Marked 

Feedback 

a Correct handwriting Correct Stroke Black 

b Stroke production eηors Reverse direction Red 

Split/broken stroke Purple 

c Stroke relationship cηor Stroke with extra Blue 

length 

d Stroke order c汀or Wrong Stroke Brown 

Sequence 

Table 2 . 5 :  Examples of handwriting e打or patterns of Bengali characters : (1 ラ 2)
Stroke production cηor. (3) Stroke relationship c汀or. ( 4) Stroke order c打or.

(Numeric symbols means stroke no . and its start point) 

＃ Student ’s Error Type ＃ Student�s Error Type 

Error Error 

Feedback Feedback 

司 Reverse 3 i
町

Stroke with 

stroke ex仕a length 

direction (Blue) 

(Red) 

2 Split stroke 4 

て司
Wrong 

L � 
(Purple) stroke order ＇�J (Brown) 

4 1  



In this methodology, we marked c立oneous strokes using different color 

models depend on the student’S handwriting c打ors as shown in Table 2 .4 and 

Table 2 . 5 .  The notation of “ ｛ ”r" : ［＇守＼ “score” ］ ， "d" : [ l ,-2 ,3 ］ ラ

“c” ： ［“black”，＂red”，＂black”］ ｝ ” is an example to clarify our proposed JSON 

technique. Here, we marked the reverse direction input stroke for character 司［a]

by the red color. In this notationラ “r” stands for the recognized character and its 

recognition score， “d” represents the stroke orders, and “c” is the color 

combination to mark the reversely inputted stroke. While the students write any 

stroke with reverse direction then our system detect it and feedback with 

appropriate color marking. In this case, the second stroke was marked as red 

color. Thusラ our proposed education system feedback student’S C打or using 

different color models depend on their handwriting e汀ors as shown in Table 2 .4 

and 2 .5 .  

I 5'い 21 :04 91 ： 剛

c 

25 

® 
く 白 白 口 ｜

Figure 2 . 1 1 :  Automatic e打or detection and colorful feedback to co汀ect studentヲS
eηoneous handwriting (Numeric symbols means stroke number 

and its starting point) 
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Figure 2 . 1 1  represents the snapshot of studentラs feedback result to correct 

their e汀or handwriting. Our proposed education systems can successおlly

feedback to the students about their e汀or handwriting using colorful marking 

technology. We implemented this method to our system by JSON technology. 

2.3.2 Aut, matic Stroke Error Detection: How Does It Work 

In our web四based intelligent handwriting education systemラ we developed 

predefined structural �ictionary based on the structural information of Bengali 

characters . Table 2 .3  is the examples of structural dictionary for a single Bengali 

characters “可 （na）” and “可 （ma）”. Based on this informationラ our recognition 

engine can success釦lly recognize the handwriting e汀ors of Bengali characters 

and then feedback to students with necessary color marking. 

As we described in Table 2 .3 , the single character pa仕em was presented with 

multiple structural patterns depend on its probable handwriting e汀ors in our 

designed struc旬ral dictionarγ ［David et al吋 1 997] . For exampleラ the Bengali 

character “苛 （na）” and “可 （ma）” has 1 2  different structural pa抗ems considering 

its probable c汀or case. Here, the third columnラ index is used to identify the 

handwriting c打or pa仕em of corresponding studentうs input. The fourth columnラ

positional condition is used to locate stroke relationship c立or and provide 

correct recognition output together with necessary e訂or feedback. The 5th 

column, stroke pa社em is used to identiちf which stroke sequence was inputted 

and if they made any mistake then it provides colorful feedback to students 

about their wrong writing. Alsoラ it identifies the reverse stroke direction e汀ors

by checking the negative value in stroke pattern column (5th column in Table 

2 .3) .  All of this e汀or detection mechanism will be discussed as below. 

In our online handwriting recognition engineラ we used client叩server interface 
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to extract the feature points and relevant structural information as (x, y) 
coordinates along the tr勾ectory of the input device (e.g・ ラ pe民 mouseラ finger etc . )  

onto the digital web interface. Thenラ we convert i t  to  angular feature and match 

those angles with the angular features of preselected template characters and 

obtain a matching distance between them. In our hierarchical recognition 

algorithmラ we applied multiple filters to reduce the recognition search space. 

In Filter II, all of the handwriting input patterns were matched with the 

multiple p鋭ems of predefined structural dictionary using their positional 

condition (Table 2 . 3 ラ 4th column) . First our recognition engine obtain a matching 

distance between input character and structural patternsラ and then selects the 

candidate character for final matching which have the minimum matching 

distance. If the inputted character was matched with e打oneous structural 

patterns, then Oぼ algorithm can detect the committed error by using the pa社em

index of structural dictionary (index O～5 ラ as shown in Table 2 .3）ラ and

immediately send the colorおi eηor feedback about their mistakes . Below is the 

mathematical notation of above algorism: 

k = a  

K=Total number of template characters 

k ニニStudent’ s f(lh sample character 

(7) 

sk= Matching distance between inputted character and structural pa社ems of 

predefined structural dictionary 

As we discussed aboveラ the character with optimal sk is selected for final 

matching and thus the corresponding index number can easily be i正lentified.

After the identification of index number, the relevant stroke pattern can also be  

located from the 5出 column of Table 2 .3 . Then we re印m the feedback to  
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students about their writing mistake by marking the wrong strokes with different 

colors (61h column in Table 2 .3) .  If the identified stroke pa抗em has any negative 

value then our recognition engine can detect that the student has inputted a 

stroke with reverse direction. Then it re印ms feedback to students by marking 

the reverse strokes with red color. After the identification of reverse stroke 

directionラ our recognition algorithm reverses the angular feature of 

corresponding template characters and matches with the reversely inputted 

stroke
ラ
s data of sample characters . In our systemラ angular feature of original 

template characters is stored into an array t. After the detection of reverse stroke 

direction, our algorithm automatically宅 converted angular feature of original 

template characters using a common angular conversion rule (angle 十 1 80° ) and 

stored into an array r. Then we match the student
ラ
s input stroke with 

corresponding reversed stroke of template characters . 

ThむSラ our recognition engine can successfully accept the reverse stroke input 

and provide students the correct recognition result. In a similarly waぁ our

algorithm can detect and send feedback for . the stroke relationship errorsラ such as 

stroke with extra length as shown in Table 2 .4 .  For example,. in case of Bengali 

characters 司［a］ ラ the second stroke position is bottom of the first stroke. In 

co打Cむt recognition caseラ it satisfies the condition of y2>b 1 (y2四b l ! in 4出

column) where y2 is the start point of secorid stroke and bl is the central point of 

first stroke. From the student input stroke dataラ our automatic eηor detection 

engine can judge that whether y2>b 1 or not. If y2>b 1 then handwriting was 

co汀ect otherwise there have a stroke relationship c汀or and then feedback to the 

students by marking the inputted stroke with blue color. In this waぁ our

proposed intelligent handwriting education system can successfully provide the 

C打or feedback together with recognition output. 
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2.3.3 An Example of Automatic Stroke Error Detection 

The following Table 2 .6  is an example of structural dictionary for Bengali 

character “町cha）” to identiちr split stroke e汀or and generate appropriate 

student’s  feedback. As shown in Figure 2 . 1 2, miss recognition occurred while 

students write Bengali characters “買いha）” using · 3 strokes .  In this caseラ split

stroke eηor occurred and it triggered the miss recognition. Here, there have two 

challenges that needed to be considered, one is co汀ect recognition and another 

one is split stroke c汀or feedback. We used multi-template to recognize split 

stroke characters correctly. To identi今 the split stroke input, we assigned the 

structural dictionaη index with large value (50 in below table) together with 

stoke order column as 202 and 203 . Our automatic stroke eηor detection 

algorithm identified the order column data with larger value and feedback that 

split stroke using purple color. 

町曲a:W1曲－－ha艶d Deng.副主 R制»gni越OD 町(cha: B個eall R割抽霊凶non

1 

M iss recognition of 
Sp l it Stroke 

Spl it Stroke So lve 

Correct recognit ion by 
m u lti template 

Figure 2 . 1 2 : An example of automatic eηor detection and colourful 
eηor feedback to co汀ect student’S C汀oneous handwriting of 
Bengali characters “究（cha）” considering split stroke c汀or.
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Table 2 .6 :  An example of structural dictionary for Bengali Character“買（cha）” to
identi今 split stroke eηor 

#Un icode Cha r. I ndex 
一一一一一 ーーーーーー一一
0998 0000 "Iii 。
． ． ． ． . . ． ． ． ． B ・
0998 0000 "6i 5 
。199 8 0000 "Iii 50 

Positional  Con d itio n  Stroke Order Co mments 
一一一－一一一一一一一一一一一ー 一一一一一一一 一一一一一一一一
I b2-b1 1 i2-a l l  
－ ． ． ． 
I b1-b2 ! il- a2 1 
I b2-bl l x3- i2 ! a 2- i 1 ! 
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3 LEARNING SYSTEM EVALUATION 

In this section, we explain the performance analysis of our proposed Bengali 

handwriting education system considering our survey results in Bangladesh. 

3.1 Data Acquisition 

For the system evaluationラ we have conducted the experimental analysis 

using the design data set and test data set. We have collected handwritten 

patterns of Bengali characters 企om different students where the students of 

design data set and test data set were different. Handwritten character samples of 

21 students were used as design data set and 24 studentラs data were used as test 

data set .  We have conducted a survey in Bangladesh for the acceptance our 

learning systemラ collect student’s handwritten data as test data set. Our 

developed digital web canvas together with PostgreSQL database technology 

was used to collect student’S handwriting data. The following table shows the 

detail of our used data set. Bengali basic character ( chadiう） is a nasalization 

marker that appears over the top of an independent vowel or consonant. In our 

experimentラ we considered 49 basic Bengali characters except ( chadろ） . Table 

3 . 1  shows the detail of design and test data set .  

Table 3 . 1 :  Detail of Design & Test Data Set 

＃ Data Student’s Ty予e Number Number Numb釘 Number 
Category of of of times of 

Character Students database 

Design Bangladeshi 49 2 1  1 0  Times 1 0290 
Data Set People Lived in 

Japan 
2 Test Data Lived in 49 24 2 Times 2352 

set Bangladesh 
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3.2 Experimental System Functional Specification 

The following Table 3 .2 shows the system specification of prototype 

designing for our experimental analysis . We used the private WiFi for data 

collection and experimental survey in Bangladesh. 

＃ 

1 
2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

7 
8 
9 

Table 3 .2 :  Functional specification of prototype designing for experimental 
analysis 

Item Server Client 

I nte rnet Usage P rivate W i F i  P rivate W i F i  

Device τy手e M a cBoolく i P h o ne 

(Mac OS X 10 .6 .8 )  じ059.0 .8]
We b Tec h n o l ogy HTM LS, J S O N  HτM LS, J S O N  

We b Softwa re Apa che To mcat Safa ri/ Ch ro m e  

Data base PostgreSQL 叫

J ava J ava S E  四

H a rdwa re C P U  2 . 26 G H z  I nte l Core 2 D u o  甲

M e m o ry 4 G B 田

H D D 240 G B  四
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3.3 Experimental System Design Spec�βcation 

The following Table 3 . 3  shows the detail design specification of prototype 

system. During the experimental analysisラ we did not find any merge stroke 

characters . 

Table 3 . 3 : System design specification for experimental analysis 

＃ Item Number 

Total number of Bengali characters K=49 

2 Total number of angular templates 

3 Number of reverse angular template 

4 Minimum number of preselection rule for 

each Bengali character 

5 Number of character for split stroke 

6 Number of character for merge stroke 

3.4 Performance Analysis Using Design Data Set 

59  = ( 1 0*2÷39) 

Automatically calculate 

8 

3 

。

Table 3 .4 gives the experimental results of our proposed system using the 

design data set. In our recognition engineラ we applied writing speed 合ee DPM

algorithm together with hierarchical preselection. We noticed that our proposed 

recognition methodology achieved the highest recognition accuracy for every 

top choice; particularly it achieved 95% accなracy considering Top3 choice. 

Moreoverラ the recognition time is significantly reduced to 40 ms/ character. 

These facts ensured that proposed hierarchical recognition scheme with DPM 

reduced the inherent computational complexity and speed up our recognition 

engine to adapt with web珊’ ased Bengali education system. 
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Table 3 .4 :  The experiment results of oむr web-based recognition engine 
(Scheme l : DPM algorithm with hierarchical preselection) 

Recognition Accuracy 

Recognition No. of （%） Speed 
Scheme Database (ms/ character) 

Top 1 Top 2 Top 3 

Schemel 1 0290 87% 92% 95% 40 ms 

3.5 Performance Analysis Using Test Data Set 

We have conducted a survey for the acceptance of our web四based Bengali 

handwriting education system in Bangladesh. For test data setラ we have 

collected handwritten character patterns from 24 Bengali native students of 4 

different age groups with respect to ag久 education and gender together with 

their questionnaires . During this survey, each student has written almost two 

times of every Bengali character sampleラ 1 2 of them has written two or more 

times. In this surveyラ we have collected the studentラL写 individual scores in ter立lS

of "Simplicitうf”ラ “Recognition Speedぺ

“Effectiveness” of our Bengali handwriting education system. 

Table 3 . 5 :  The range of student’s evaluation score in terms of MOS 
(Mean Opinion Score) 

九ifOS Quality Impairment 

5 Excellent Imperceptible 

4 Good Perceptible but not annoying 

3 Fair Slightly annoying 

2 Poor LAnnoying 

Bad [Very annoying 
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Table 3 .5  shows the range of student's evaluation score in terms of MOS 

(Mean Opinion Score) . Hereラ the student’s evaluation score is ranged 合om 1 

(Bad) to 5 (Best）ラ and separated as “Bad” （Score 1 ）ラ “Poor" (Score 2), "Fair” 

(Score 3）ラ “Good” （Score 4) and “Best” （Score 5) .  We have conducted our 

survey within the people of different age gro印ラ such as 5～1 5  years old, 1 5～30 

years old , 30～50 years old and 60～70 years old people. 

Table 3 . 6 :  The snapshot student’s evaluation score in terms of MOS (Mean 
Opinion Score) for the age group 5～1 5  years old 

Student’s I Student著書 I Student’s lStudentき露 I I I ! Total I i 「 ＿ -!Simplicity I Speed IFeedbackl Effective I 
nitial Name! ID I 詑o. I A2e I I I I I MOS 

9 

Average 
MOS 

for Age 
Gro u  

MEAtすご

S.D.＝立器

Table 3 .7 :  Student's MOS matrix based on 4 different evaluation teロns

Student’s Average Average Average Average Average MOS 
Age MOS for MOS for MOS for MOS for of Each Age 

(Years) Simplicity Speed Feedback Effectiveness Group 

5田 1 5 4.0 4 .3  4 .8  4 .6  4 .4  
1 5醐30 4.3 3 .7 3 . 7  3 . 0  3 .7 
30田50 4.4 3 .6 4 .2 3 . 8  4 .0  
50-70 4 .3 4 .3  4 .4  4 .9  4 .5  

Average 4.3 4 .0  4 .3  4 . 1 4. 1 MOS 

We have categorized the studentヲs questionnaire data based on different age 

group and then analyze their MOS data for the evaluation of our proposed 
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Bengali handwriting education system. Table 3 .6  shows the snapshot of 

student
ラ
s evaluation score for age group 5～1 5 years old in terms of “Simplicityヘ

“Recognition Speedヘ “Color釦l Error Feedbackヘ and “Effectiveness” of our 

Bengali handwriting education system. 

Table 3 .  7 represents the student’s MOS matrix based on 4 different 

evaluation terms. Here, the MOS (Mean-Opinion田Score) data was calculated by 

the arithmetic mean of all the individual scores for 4 different evaluation terms. 

As shown in Table 3 .7 ラ the average MOS value in each term is above 4 .0 .  It 

confirmed that Oぽ ，proposed Bengali handwr話ng education system achieved 

“Good” in all evaluation categories . In addition, the students of age 5～1 5  years 

old and age 60～70 years old have the higher MOS of 4 .6 and 4 .9 respectively in 

terms “Effectiveness” whereas the students of age 1 5～30 years old and age 

30～50 years old have the lower MOS of 3 .0 and 3 . 8  respectively. It ensured that 

the children and older people who do not have the chance to go to school liked 

our education system more than the middle aged students . We further analyze 

the questionnaire’s  MOS data together with handwritten character recognition 

accuracy of 24 people of different age in next part. 

As we described aboveラ all of the handwritten character samples and 

questionnaire
ラ
s MOS data were stored in our database table. We have executed 

an experimental analysis of that test data set (2ラ3 52 handwritten characters 

samples) by using our developed recognition batch program and stored the 

recognition results of each s印dent in another database table. Thenラ we calculated 

the recognition acc沼racy (%) of every writer together with their provided MOS 

value from the database table where we have stored all the recognition results 

during the execution of recognition batch program. The following Table 3 . 8  

shows the surveyed results of student’s evaluation score in terms of average 

MOS together with the average handwriting recognition accuracy (%) of 4 
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different age groups.  For the performance analysisラ we have calculated the 

student’s  recognition accuracy into two separate partsラ 1 st trial handwriting 

recognition accuracy (%) and 2nd trial handwriting recognition accuracy (%) . It 

was calculated by using the 1 st time and 2nd time handwriting test data set of 

each writer respectively. We considered the studentうs 孔10S value and their 1 st 

trial and 2nd trial handwriting recognition accuracy as system evaluation 

parameters . 

As shown in Table 3 . 8 ラ the students of age 5～1 5 years old and age 60～70 

years old have the MOS value of 4.4 and 4 .5  with 2nd trial handwriting 

recognition accuracy of 9 1 . 1  % and 95 .3% respectively. Oppositelyラ the middle 

age students ( 1 5～30 and 30～50 years old) have the low recognition accuracy 

with low MOS value. It ensured that the students with higher recognition 

accuracy have the higher MOS values and the students with low recognition 

accuracy have the lower MOS values . This result also confirmed that the 

average of 2nd trial handwriting recognition accuracy (average 9 1 .4%) was 

improved compare to 1 st trial handwriting recognition accuracy (average 8 7 .2 % ) 

for each age groupラ and the average improvement was 4 . 1 % by using our 

autonomous learning methodology. 

Table 3 . 8 :  StudentラS Sむrvey results for the acceptance of web田based Bengali 
handwriting education system together with the average recognition 

accuracy of each age gro叫P

1st Trial 2nd Trial Improved Average 
Student's 

No. of 
Handwriting Handwriting Recogniton MOS of 

Standard 
Age 

Students 
Recog盟ition Recognition Accuracy Each 

Deviation(S.D.) 
(Years) Accuracy Accuracy （%） Age 

（%） （%） Group 
5～1 5 9 89 . 1 9 1 . 1  2 .0  4 .4 0 .5  
1 5～30 3 24 8 1 . 1  89 .2 8 �  1 3 .7 0 .6  
3 0～50 5 82 .5  85 .2 2 .7 4 .0 1 .0 
50～70 7 88 .9  95 .3  6 .4 4.5 0 .5 

Average 6 .0  87 .2  9 1 .4 4 . 1 4 . 1 0 .7 
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This improvement was achieved due to the colorful c汀or feedback about 

1 st time hanqwriting. The students can student’S handwriting e汀ors for their 

success白lly notice their handwriting mistakes of stroke order or stroke direction. 

co汀ect their handwriting in 2nd trial, and thus the 2nd trial Thenラ they can 

handwriting recognition accuracy was improved. Figure 3 . 1  shows the scatter 

plot of 1 st trial and 2nd trial handwriting recognition accuracy (%) of every 

of our proposed Bengali improvement the performance analysis student to 

education system. As shown in Figure 3 . 1 ,  the trend line is moving in the 

positive direction and it achieve'd the positive gradient with ” strong” positive 

correlation where the larger values of 1 st trial handwriting recognition accuracy 

data (x-axis) are associated with the larger values of the 2nd trial handwriting 

handwriting trial 2nd that depicts It (y-axis) . data accuracy recognition 

trial handwriting to compare improved was accuracy (%) recognition 

recognition accuracy (%) for almost every students, and the average accuracy 

was improved by 4 . 1 % (Table 3 . 8) .  

． 

．． ． ． ． 
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80 100 95 
1 st Trial Handwriting Recogn ition Accuracy (%) 

90 85 

Figure 3 . 1 :  The sca抗er plot of 1 st trial and 2nd trial handwriting recognition 
accuracy (%) of 1 2  students to analysis the performance improvement for our 

proposed Bengali education system 
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Moreoverラ the students of age 5～1 5 years old and age 60～70 years old have 

the MOS value of 4.4 and 4 .5  with standard deviation 0 . 5 ラ and the students of 

age 1 5～30 years old have the MOS value of 3 .7 with standard deviation 0.6 

(Table 3 .8) .  It  depicted that most of the students in Bangladeshラ especially

children or older peopleラ who do not have chance to go to schoolラ liked our 

Bengali education system to practice Bengali handwriting characters . On the 

other handラ the middle age students ( 1 5～30 years old) have the low MOS value 

with higher standard deviationラ it illustrates that most of the people aged 1 5～30 

years old are literate and their opinion is fluctuating. But, the literacy rate of 

children or older people are very lower compare to middle age peopleラ and they 

can learn without teacher supervision at anywhere at any time and they can 

correct their committed e汀or using real time color白l error feedbacks. In 

additionう they can repeat the same exercise several times to speed up their 

lear主1ing process . The above analytic results confirmed that our proposed 

web叩based Bengali education system is highly appreciated by the illiterate 

people in Bangladesh. Moreoverラ the total average MOS for all aged people has 

the value of 4 . 1 with the standard· deviation of 0 .7 .  This value ensured that 

almost every user evaluated our system as “Good” （Score 4) . 

The following Figure 3 .2 shows an example of autonomous learning of 

Bengali characters 苛 （a) which has the three individual strokes .  Since the second 

stroke of this character has a similar shape with other Bengali charactersラ

handwritten mistake is very easy to occu工 In our surveぁ almost 8 people made 

the stroke order mistakes between 1 st and 2nd strokes of Bengali characters 苛 （a)

for almost two or three times. Also, 4 of them have made the stroke direction 

mistake for the 2nd stroke of 司 （a) for three times. Our autonomous lea立1ing tool 

can successfully send the colorおl feedback about the student
ラ
S handwriting 

eηors Figure 3 .2 (left side）ラ and the students can correct their own mistake by 
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themselves as shown in Figure 3 .2 (right side) . In our proposed Bengali 

education system, we are aimed to teach our students coηect and attractive 

handwriting style automatically that makes the students be able to write good 

balanced Bengali handwriting characters . For instance, the second stroke of 

Bengali character 否 （bha) and "& (ca) has similar handwriting shape. It ’s starting 

and ending points are opposite 企om each other. Reverse handwriting input of 

second stroke of “石（bha）ヘ 旬ms it into the Bengali characters “＂＆（cha）” and vice 

versa. This kind of miss handwriting input creates lots of miss understanding 

between Bengali characters . So, the stroke’S C打or (e.g . ,  stroke direction, order, 

split or merge errors) should be detected to teach our students co汀ect and 

attractive handwriting style. 

1st lria l  of Handwriting 2nd τria l  of Handwriting 

Figure 3 .2 :  An example of autonomous learning of Bengali characters 司 （a)
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圃 8富d

·1 Poor 

Fa i r  

Good 

Exce l lent 

Figure 3 .3 : Bengali education system user rating based on studentヲS
questionnaire data. 

The above Figure 3 .3 showed the Bengali education system user rating 

based on student’s questionnaire data. 66 .67% of studentラs evaluated our system 

as “Good” and 25% of them evaluated as “Excellent” and rest of them as “Fair” ． 
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4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we have described the effectiveness of autonomous learning 

methodology for the literacy improvement by using our proposed web-based 

Bengali handwriting education system. It ensured the a立tonomous learning of 

Bengali handwriting characters at anywhere at any time for those populationラ

who do not have chance to go to schoolラ especially children or older people. 

Hereラ we developed a web-based (iPhone/smartphone or computer browser) 

intelligent handwriting client四server interface using J avaServer Pages 

technology for autonomous learning of Bengali handwriting characters . Our 

experimental analysis  showed that the use of colorおi error feedback 

methodology helped to improve the average recognition accuracy by 4. 1 % 

(improved 合om 87.2% to 9 1 .4%) with average Mean-Opini01トScore of 4 . 1 .  

Alsoラ our proposed hierarchical recognition algorithm together with writing 

speed 合ee DPM improved the average recognition accuracy up to 95% as well 

as recognition speed of 40ms/character for Bengali basic characters . It makes 

our recognition algorithm adaptable for the application of web幽based language 

learning. Our automatic error detection methodology ensured the necessaη 

feedback to the students to learn about their handwriting mistake autonomously. 

Since all of the populationラ especially children and older people do not have the 

chance to go to school in Bangladesh. So, schooling system is not enough to 

achieve the 1 00% literacy improvement. The successおl use of web田based

Bengali handwriting education system can help to achieve 1 00% literacy 

improvement in Bangladesh within a very short period. 

In 白白reラ we will focus our research to improve the recognition accuracy. To 

implement student’s feedback methodology regarding stroke order free and 

stroke direction 合ee recognition, miss四recognition possibility was increased. In 

our 白印re work, we will apply the fuzzy rule to build structural dictionary. In 
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additionラ we will focus our research on the development of Bengali handwriting 

education system considering Bengali syllabic and compound charactersラ which

are consonantsラ ＆ vowels combined shape to support Bengali word learning. 

Finally, my system will contribute national literacy and further advancement of 

the status of woman through educational improvement. 
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